achievement of the optical/electrical lasing in the yellow spectral
region. We demonstrate the use of InGaN/GaN violet LD with lasing
wavelength A=401nrn (T= 295K) as very efficient resonant pUlnp for
an excitation of yellow light from the convertor made of (LuGd)2Si05
single crysta!. Specially grown crystals contain 5% of Sm dopant
exhibiting absorption band at 403.1nm. The InGaN laser diode (LD)
structure presented in this work was grown by metalorganic vapor
phase epitaxy (MOVPE) on GaN bulk substrate. The structure of
measured laser diodes consists of the following layers: highly doped
GaN substrate, AIO.08GaO.92 N:Si bottom eladding layer, 100nm
GaN:Si guiding layer, and 40nm InO.02GaO.98N current injection
layer, active area: three 3.5nrn InO.lGaO.9N QWs and 9nrn
InO.02GaO.98N:Si qU3nturn barriers, lOuIn GaN, 30 run
AIO.2GaO.8N:Mg electron blocking layer, 150nm p-GaN guiding layer,
430nm AIO.08GaO.92 N:Mg p-eladding, and 30nm GaN:Mg subcontact
layer. The devices were fabricated as ridge-waveguide index guided
laser diodes with 3J1,rn wide rIlCS3. Tuning the excitation wavelength of
the applied LDs was achieved by a precise temperature variation of
the laser package (between 25 to 40° C). The increase in the optical
power of the LD (keeping the constant emission wavelength) requires
increasing laser current with the corresponding decrease of the laser
tcrnpcraturc. As a response to the applied excitation we observe
several very narrow emission lines with the highest intensity at
A=600.25 nm. Intensity of this emission line increases strongly with
LD emitted power (up to 60 mW) showing a potential for
demonstration of the optical lasing at this wavelength.
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GaN based Light-Emitting-Diodes (LEDs) with the mixture of red
and yellow phosphors are the popular way in fabricating commercial
white-light LEDs. However, the lirnited lifetirne of phosphors in
white-light LEDs degrades the device efficiency during the processes
of optical pumping and re-emission. Therefore, a single-chip,
InGaN/GaN based multiple-quantum-wells (MQWs) LEDs with dual
center wavelengths composing of different indium compositions on a
wafer becorne an alternative choice. All-lnGaN two-color LEDs for
blue/green emissions have already been fabricated [1]. However, due
to the poor hole transport, the non-uniform distribution of hole inside
the MQWs active layers would lead to the unbalanced intensities
ernission between the dual wavelength unless under a very high bias
current density. Therefore, we dernonstrated that by inserting an
additional p-type GaN layer with proper p-type doping density and
thickness between the dual-color QWs, the more balanced dual-color
LED structure becomes feasible [2]. This structure could result a more
uniforrn hole distribution inside active layers, which would greatly
enhance the output light intensity from n-side MQWs. In this work,
we first tried to model the experimental result published in Ref. [2]
with our 2D finite difference Poisson and drift-diffusion solver. A new
model considering the Indium fluctuation in studying the carrier
transport and droop effect[3] in the MQWs active layers has also been
included in our simulation to make the fitting and prediction mode
accurate. To investigate the influences of p-type doping layer, different
doping density and layer thickness were tested. Our result has verified
the physics of the experimental data. The result shows that a low
p-type doping insertion layer can reach a balanced output light
intensity between the two-color wavelengths from small current
density to high current density. The InGaN layer quality after
inserting p-layer might also be an important factor to affect the
balanced light output. Therefore, there exists different condition for
device optirnization and we will discuss these factors in this paper.
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Employment of two in-plane lattice-mismatched semiconductor
materials for distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs), gives rise to strain
accumulation at the interfaces. To reduce the interface energy, the
constituent quarter-wave layers often undergo interrnixing, forrning
transient layers (TLs). The nominal standard (two-layer period) DBR
thus evolves into a quasi three-layer or four-layer period structure
[1-3]. In this work, we show that, from the point of view of optical
properties, the forrnation of TLs is equivalent to the decrease in
refractive index contrast between the quarter-wave layers of the
nominal structure. This implies that a DBR with TLs can be
approximated with a corresponding standard DBR [4]. We explain
how to find the effective refractive index contrast of the newly-formed
structure, in two particular cases: (a) DI3Rs with hornogeneous TLs
[1,3] and (b) DBRs with linearly graded TLs [2]. We, consequently,
derive simple analytical formulas that precisely quantify the optical
properties of this type of structure. The formulas give a rapid insight
into those properties that are relevant for optoelectronic engineering.
They silnplify drastically an optical design that considers DI3Rs with
TLs. We check the accuracy of the suggested method (reduced
refractive index contrast approximation, RRICA) by comparison with
the traditionally used transfer matrix method (TMM) and
demonstrate explicitly that the intermixing does not affect the DBR
targeted wavelength, but reduces both the peak reflectivity and the
stopband width. Finally, we show that the RRICA modeling yields
excellent agreement with experimental reflectivity measurements
performed on AlN/GaN Bragg mirrors with nearly homogeneous
(AI,Ga)N TLs [3]. The reference samples were grown by molecular
bearn epitaxy and targeted for violet-blue applications. References: [1]
X.L. Ji et al "Structural characteri7,ation of (AI,Ga)N/ AlN Bragg
reflector grown by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition", Phys.
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AIN/GaN Distributed Bragg Reflectors on AlN Templates", Jap. J.
App!. Phys. 51, 051001 (2012). [3] Z. Gacevic et ai, "Insight into
high-reflectivity AlN/GaN Bragg reflectors with spontaneously formed
(AI,Ga)N transient layers at the interfaces", submitted to J. App!.
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The ternary alloy InxGa1-xN is an appealing material for the creation
of the quantum wells (QWs) that serve as the active regions of visible
light-emitting diodes (LEDs) due to its high light-emission efficiency
and tunable bandgap. However, QWs grown on the (0001) polar
surface of GaN suffer from the quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE),
in which separation of the electron and hole wave functions decreases
light-emission efficiency. As In concentration increases the problem is
amplified. QWs grown on nonpolar and semipolar surfaces exhibit a
reduced QCSE and enable irnproved perforrnance at longer
wavelengths. We have exalnined the influence of surface polarity on
the distribution of In within InGaN QWs in order to better
understand the structural characteristics that limit device
performance. Atom probe tomography (APT) was performed with a
Cameca LEAP4000x on planar InGaN QWs for LED samples grown
on (0001) polar, (10-10) nonpolar, and (20-2-1) semipolar surfaces.[I]
The end form of the APT samples under analysis is approximately
hemispherical and therefore a single specimen presents surfaces of
different polarity. It is crucial to understand how these different
surfaces influence atoln evaporation in order to achieve reliable
analysis. In general, Ga and N atoms were collected in the correct 1:1
stoichiometric ratio for N-polar surfaces, whereas a N deficit was
observed for Ga-polar surfaces. An explanation for the non-ideal
evaporation behavior of N was established previously. [2] Furthermore,
in regions of either Ga- or N-polarity the detection probability of
group-III species decreased when analysis transitioned into InGaN
QWs. This behavior is attributed to additional uncorrelated DC
evaporation of these species associated with an increased surface
electric field. Regardless, it was found that the group-III rnole fraction
did not depend on polarity, likely because Ga and In ions exhibit
similar evaporation behaviors. This conclusion enables a reliable
analysis of In distribution within the QWs and comparison with
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